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639. ON SOME PROPERTIES OF g-CONVEX FUNCTIONS

Ivan B. Lackovic

In the present paper we will show that some known properties of convex functions can
be extended to the class of g-convex functions. An application of the results obtained
in this paper is also given.

1. In this paper we will consider some properties of the class of g-convex
functions. This class is defined in the following way.

Definition 1. Suppose that the function g: [2.-+R is given (Ie R) and that we have
g (x, y»O ifx<y (x, YEI). For afunctionf, defined on I, we will say that it is g-convex
on I if the inequality

(1)

holds for an arbitrary points Xl' X2' X3 E I (XI <X2 <X3)'

This definition was given, for the first time, by P. M. VASICand J. D. KECKIC
in their paper [1]. In that paper they have considered some basic properties of g-con-
vex functions as it is continuity, naturality of the definition 1 and they have also
proved some inequalities for g-convex functions. The above definition 1, in a special
cases, contains in it some of known generalizations of the class of convex functions
in the usual sense.

As it is well known, for a real function f, we will say that it is convex on Ie R
if the inequality

f(tx+ (1 - t) y) ~ if(x) + (1 - t)f(y)

holds true for an arbitrary pair of points x, yEI and every tE [0, 1]. For a conti-
nuous and convex function f, defined on R, the following theorem (see for
example [2] pp. 286-287.) can easilly be proved:

Theorem 1. If a function f is continuous and convex on R then there exist two real
constants A and B such that we have

(2) f(x)~Ax+B

for every x E R.

NaturaJy, the following question can be proposed: is it possible to prove a
theorem analogous to that above for g-convex functions?

In the present paper we will show that, under certain conditions for the function
g, the above theorem 1 can be extended to the class of g-convex functions. Certainly,
this generalization which will be given here, reduces to the above theorem 1 for
suitable choice of g. In one of the following parts of this paper we will give also an
application of this generalization of theorem 1.
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2. As we have said above, we will consider only those functions g: R4R
for which the condition g (x, y»O is valid if x<y. The following definition will
be of use in the present paper.

Definition 2. Suppose that the function g and the points a, bE R are given. Every
function L of the following form

(3) L (x) = C1g (x, a)+ C2g (b, x)

where the constants Cl' C2E R are arbitrary we will call - g-line on the points a
and b.

Definition 3. Let us suppose that the function g and the points a, bE R are given. For
a function g we will say that it is regular on the pair of points a and b if for every real
constant m and every g-line L, on the points a and b (a<b) there exists g-line Lo on
the points a and b such that we have

(4)

and

m ~L (x) - Lo (x) for every xE [a, b],

(5) Lo (x) ~ 0 for every xEj: [a, b].

Examples of g-lines as examples of regular functions can easily be constructed.
In the present paper, as it seems to us, the definitions of g-lines and regular functions,
are given for the first time. On the other hand, in our paper [3], we have used these
concepts implicitly. In the mentioned paper we have considered the epigraph of
g-convex functions. The main result of this our paper can be expressed in the follo-
wing form in terms of the concepts just defined.

Theorem 2. Suppose that the function g: J2-R satisfies the condition g (x, y»O if
x<y (x, YEI). Let us suppose further that we have

(6) g (x, y)+g (y, x)=O (x, YEI).

Then a function f is g-convex on I if and only if this function satisfies the condition

(7)

for every pair of points xl> x2EI(X1<X2) where g-line L on the points Xl and x2
is given by

L (x) =
[(Xl) g (x, x2) + [(X:) g (xl' x).

g(XI,X2) g(XI,XJ

Theorem 3. Let us suppose that the function g: J2-Rsatisfies the conditions of theorem
2. A function f: I-R is g-convex on I if and only if the epigraph of f satisfies the
condition: for every pair of points (Xl' YI)' (x2, Y2) (Xl <x2) from the epigraph of the
function J, every point of the form (x, L (x», where we have Xl ;:;;;x;:;;;x2, also belongs
to the epigraph of the function J, where L is g-line on the points Xl and X2 having the

following form

(8)

L(x)= Yl g(x, x2)+ Y:. g(XI' x).g (Xl' X2) g (Xl>xJ

Let us return now to the theorem 1. We will prove the following theorem,
which is analogous to that of 1, and which will contain some properties of g-convex
functions.

(9)
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Theorem 4. Suppose that the function g: R2_R satisfies the condition g (x, y»O
for x<y (x, YER). Suppose further that the function f is g-convex and continuous
on R. Then, if there exist a pair of points a, bER on which the function g is regular
function, there exist also a g-line Xf-+L (x) such that we have

(10)

for all xER.

f(x) ~L (x)

Proof. We can suppose, without lose of generality, that a<b. Since,fis g-convex
function on R, from (1) and XI =a, x2=b and x3=x>b it follows that the inequality

(11) f(x) ~L1 (x)

holds true for all x>b, where L, is g-line defined by

(12) L, (x) = -
I(a) g (b, x) - J"(b) g (x, a).

g(a, b) g(a, b)

Similarly, since f is g-convex function on R, if we take x, =x<a, X2=a, x3 =b
on the basis of (I) we obtain that the inequality (11) is valid for every x<a, where
the g-line Ll is given by (12). In such a way we conclude that the inequality (11)
holds for every x$. [a, b].

In virtue of the suppositions of theorem 4, g-convex function f is continuous
on R. That means that there exists mER such that

(13) m= min f(x).
a;;:;x;["b

By using the supposition that g is regular function on the pair of points a and b,
from the above definition 3 it follows that there are two constants CI and C2 such
that we have

(14) m ~L1 (x) - Lo (x), xE [a, b]

and that

(15)

where we have taken

(16) Lo (x) = C, g (b, x)+ C2 g (x, a).

We shall further consider the g-line L, defined by

(17)

with Dl =
-/(a)

and Dz =
-/(b)

. We shall prove that the g-convex function f
g (a, b) g (a, b)

and the g-line L, defined by (17) satisfy the inequility (10) for all xER.
On the basis of (13), (14) and (17) we have that the inequality (10) is valid

for all xE [a, b] since

f(x)~m~L1 (x)-Lo (x)=L (x)
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holds for all x (a;£ x;£ b). On the other side if we have x EE[a, b] then in virtue of
(11) and (17) it follows that

f(x) ~ LI (x) ~ LI (x) - Lo (x) =L (x)

because of Lo (x) ~ 0 (see (15» for xEE[a, b]. This completes the proof of theorem 4.
In the above theorem we have supposed that the function f is continuous

on R. In paper [1] P. M. VASICand J. D. KECKICgave a sufficient condition for the
continuity of g-convex function. Namely, g-convex function is continuous if g
is continuous function and if the same function satisfies the condition (6) (see theo-
rem 2 from [1]).

3. In this part of the present paper we will give an application of theorem 4.
Namely, from theorem 1 directly follows the following theorem (see [2] page

278).

Theorem 5. Let us suppose that a function f satisfies the conditions of theorem 1.
If the functions tf-+X (t) and tf-+p (t) are defined on [a, b], p (t)~O for a;£t;£b, x is
measurable and finite almost everywhere and the {unctions p and px are integrable
on [a, b] then the integral

(18)
b

Jp (t)f(x (t» dt
a

exists and its value is finite or equals + 00.

In the present paper we will give the following generalization of the preceding
theorem.

Theorem 6. Suppose that the function g: RZ-+R satisfies the condition g (x, y»O
if we have x<yand that a continuous function f is g-convex on R. Let also tf-+p (t)
and tf-+X (t) be a functions defined on [a, b], where x is measurable and finite almost
everywhere on the same segment. If further there exist two points tl, tzE [a, b] such
that we have x (t1)=FX(tz) and such that g is regular function over the points x (tl)
and x (tz), and if the functions tf-+ p (t) g (x (t), x (tl» and t f-+P (t) g (x (tz), x (t»
are summable on [a, b] then the integral (I8) has its numerical value which is finite
or equals + 00.

Proof. Without lose of generality we can suppose that the points t1 and tz
are chosen in such a way that we have x (tl)<X (tz), because of we have supposed
that x (tl)=FX(tz). The function tf-+y (t)=f(x (t» is finite almost everywhere on
the segment [a, b] and it is measurable on the same segment. So, by FRECHET'S
theorem there exists a sequence of continuous functions which converges almost
everywhere in [a, b] to the function x. This sequence will be denoted by Xn (t),
tE [a, b]. Therefrom it follows that the sequence f(xn (t» of continuous functions
converges to the function y (t). Let us denote

( ) -
{

y(t), y(t)~O
(t) - {

0, y(t)~O
y+ t - , y- - .

0, y(t)<O -yet), y(t)<O

wherefrom we have y(t)=y+(t)-y-(t) for all tE[a,b]. Letus put A={tE[a,b]
Iy (t)<O}. On the basis of the suppositions of theorem 6 and on the basis of theo-
rem 4, it follows that there exist two constants CI and Cz such that we have.

(19) y (t)=f(x (t» ~L (x (t»
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for every tE [a, b), where L is defined by L (x) = C1 g (x, x (tl)) + C2g (x (t2)' x).
The integral (18) has a finite value if and only if the difference

b b

JP (t)y
+

(t) dt- JP (1)y- (1) dt(20)
a a

has a finite value. In virtue of (19) it follows that

(21) o ~y-(t) ~ -- L (x (t))

for every tE A. Since we have p (t) ~ 0, tE [a, b) we find that

(22)
J

p(t)y_(l)dt~- J
p(t)L(x(t))dt<+oo

A A

because we have supposed that the functions

t ~ P (t) g (x (t), X (II)) and t ~ P (t) g (x (t2)' X (t))

are summable on [a, b) which implies their summability on the set A. From (22) it
follows that

(23)
b

J p(t)y_(l)dt<+oo
a

because of p (t) y-(1) =0 if we have tEEA. From (23) follows that the difference
(20) is finite or equal to + 00, which completes the proof.
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